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Starting an Enterprise Drone Program
Greg Lang, Pierce County, Washington
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Enterprise Drone Program Path

Form a 
Committee

Prepare 
Materials

Gather 
Input

Study 
Details

Release 
Drafts

Deploy
Program

Form a 
Committee

Early Lead

-Discuss general vision with proposed program team 

-Consider potential, business related uses within the organization and identify staff that could represent the interests of each
department, division, or group

-Contact management or supervision of those spatial staff, and ask for their permission to start including those staff in a 
program discussions to gather input for use cases

-Involve your risk management group in these meetings to meet the staff and hear the interest/understand need

Interested

Managers

Tech Staff

Risk/Insurance

Drone Committee

upwork
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Our Experience

Prior Research

Leadership Support 
or Directive

Pool Together 
Known Interests

Use Existing 
Relationships

Safety
Make the Case

And Design for It
Safer Workflows?

Program Path

Prepare 
Materials

-Start creating a shell standards document for the program considering the elements of Purpose, Applications, Coordination, 
Acquisition, Operation, Privacy, Prohibitions, Insurance, and Data retention.

-Within the operations section, I would suggest including basic content related to hardware purchase, FAA registration, pilot 
certification, training, safety, record keeping, and data handling

-Consider federal, state, and local rules/laws that may impact all topics above
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Our Experience

Started Standards 
from Scratch

Operations
Support

Rules Review 

content to be
added
later

4 Pages

content to be
added
later

Program Path

Gather 
Input

-Schedule a series of 3-6 meetings with committee to discuss interests and start building a list of use cases

-Committee Meeting 1, summarize the general goals of the proposed program, then gather use case input and 
general concerns from group by giving each person a chance to talk

-Compare the resulting list of use cases with known rules/laws, and toss out anything in clear violation

-Identify use cases with possible violations and research those topics for clarification

-Combine similar use cases, and summarize results into a clear list of distinct, feasible, business use cases
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Our Experience

Meetings

content to be
added
later

content to be
added
later

Mapping/LIDAR data collection -Light Image Detection And Ranging 
sensor use for terrain or other 2/3 dimensional mapping

Describe and 
Listen

Seek and Destroy

Summarize
and Clarify

Program Path

Study
Details

-Research the market for hardware and software packages that could fulfill many, if not all use cases, and start building a list
of proposed packages to purchase, relating capability with cost and keeping standardization always in mind

-You will need to consider pilot and hardware record keeping, flight planning and logging, data processing and storage, plus 
training and support of all software and equipment in the short and long term

-If your proposed program will be centrally managed and supported, standardization of hardware and software should be 
strongly and actively considered (specialized use cases may need to deviate)

-Make contact with vendors, and gather basic costs for a small pilot project effort including hardware and software, to have 
those numbers ready when questions come up

-Investigate your local records requirements and storage options and considerations

-Have a transparency plan with how your organization will keep activities in the open
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Our Experience

Market
Research

content to be
added
later

content to be
added
later

Record 
Keeping

Staying 
Transparent

Standardize

Gather Costs

Program Path

Release 
Drafts

-Committee Meeting 2, present summarized use case list, and show/discuss a first draft of a standards document

-Use input from meeting 2 for further development of standards

-Committee Meeting 3, present revised draft of standards and draft of use cases for additional comment and discussion

-Develop staffing plan for any required positions in the program including basic roles to play from top to bottom

-Changes to draft proposal by management, should be communicated back to committee for further discussion and
consideration.  

-Ride the revision, discussion/feedback, re-draft roller coaster until the input slows on both ends
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Our Experience

Draft Review

content to be
added
later

content to be
added
laterApproval?

Staffing?

More Revisions

Repeat if 
Necessary

Revisions

Draft Review 2

Program Path

Deploy
Program

-Choose a program building period for further program development and construction, plus a rollout date for availability to 
pilots/clients

-Get busy catching up and keeping up with the industry and stay informed of regulations at all levels and the technology at large

-Talk to other groups and share ideas and solutions whenever possible so we all don’t make the same mistakes
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Our Experience

Implementation 
Schedule

content to be
added
later

content to be
added
later

Pilot?

Start Following 
the Race

Documents…..
Get Started!

Share what you 
Learn

Greg Lang GISP 

Pierce County, Washington

Greg.Lang@piercecountywa.gov
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Please take a few minutes to use the 
evaluation form on the mobile app and 
provide your feedback on this session!  

Evaluations help us select sessions for 
future conferences and provide valuable 
feedback for conference planners & 
speakers.

Thank you!

HELP WANTED!HELP WANTED!


